The essential part of the doctoral education is the scientific research and communicating that research work to all scientific community and engineering society.

Support for the scientific writing

- The practical instructions for technical writing provided by IEEE.
- How to write a paper - video
- MOT-dictionary
- Academic writing in English: [http://sana.tkk.fi/awe/](http://sana.tkk.fi/awe/)
- How to write a good research paper title
- Academic writing support - The Writing Clinic
- Visualization and graphics for science
  - CHEM-E2165 - Computer Aided Visualization and Scientific Presentation

Collaboration in research & publishing and shared publications - Authors' contributions

- Models for expressing the contributions Elsevier, PLOS, Springer and ACS

Support for the thesis writing

- Aalto publishing platform instructions: including different thesis templates
- [https://www.aalto.fi/services/publishing-dissertations](https://www.aalto.fi/services/publishing-dissertations)
- Electronic dissertations available at Aalto University's library web pages
- Purdue University essey of PhD thesis writing

Other useful information

- Open access ([http://libguides.aalto.fi/c.php?g=410663&p=2798258](http://libguides.aalto.fi/c.php?g=410663&p=2798258))
- Publication Forum (JUFO) rating system for the series
- Impact factor